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our industry, technology, prisons, militarism, and educational systems 
have created a living, significant and tangible hell on Earth which makes those 

described in religious literature and storying appear pathetic in 
comparison. a major difference between these ‘hells’ is that those 

envisioned in literature and cultural tradition supposedly 
have unavoidable reasons for existing. 

is this true of the hells we are buying, building, consigning our children to,
inhabiting, and nurturing?

our ‘commerce’ is eating human potential as fast as it erases biospheric and
cultural complexity. those erased peoples and ecosystems did not struggle through
quadrillions of millennia of cellular generations to end up as a luxury snack for

early 21st century politico-corporate predation. 

nor did the human victims who are silenced, ignored, executed, raped
and denied their lives and birthrights to pay for and inhabit these

processes. over and over again.

this kind of thing happens when we’ve been actively denied not only our 
humanity, but also elemental access to and support for our essential cognitive

natures; natures whose abilities are geometrically magnified in communal endeavor.

we are given a list of ‘things a  human can be or do’ and punished, silenced
or threatened for any deviation. 

this, in our day, is called liberty.

there’s a practical solution:
give the common people the powers of gods.

to clean this place up - they’re going to need it.

besides, they’re born that way. all we have to do is return what was stolen. 
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